Assigned Roommate Apartments in Landmark

A limited number of two-bedroom University Apartments in the Landmark complex have been designated as “assigned roommate apartments”. Residents who accept an assignment to a bedroom in one of these assigned roommate apartments agree to the following policies and procedures specific and unique to the assigned roommate apartment option. The following is an addendum of, and in addition to, the terms and conditions of the apartment agreement.

Apartment Deposit

Each apartment applicant will present a $200 deposit with their application. Persons living in a roommate-assigned apartment do not need to submit additional deposit upon check-in.

Apartment Eligibility

Space is assigned by the bedroom. Occupancy of each apartment is restricted to two eligible persons, one per bedroom. Each apartment occupant must be an enrolled student of the University, and/or an employee of the University. Refer to the Apartment terms and conditions for specific enrollment and/or employment requirements.

Guests

Guests may be permitted in assigned roommate apartments only with the approval of both assigned roommates. Both roommates are responsible for the behavior of any guests.

Roommate Assignments

All assigned roommate apartments are furnished, and are designated non-smoking. Unless an applicant or a current occupant specifies or provides a preference, assigned roommates will be of the same gender.